Spatial light modulators are versatile devices employed in a vast range of applications to modify the transverse phase or amplitude profile of an incident light beam. Most experiments are designed to use a specific polarization which renders optimal sensitivity for phase or amplitude modulation. Here we take a different approach and apply the formalism of quantum information to characterize how a phase modulator affects a general polarization state. In this context, the spatial modulators can be exploited as a resource to couple the polarization and the transverse spatial degrees of freedom. Using a quasi-monochromatic single photon beam obtained from a pair of twin photons generated by spontaneous parametric down conversion, we performed quantum process tomography in order to obtain a general analytic model for a quantum channel that describes the action of the device on the polarization qubits. We illustrate the application of these concepts by demonstrating the implementation of a controllable phase flip channel. This scheme can be applied in a straightforward manner to characterize the resulting polarization states of different types of phase or amplitude modulators and motivates the combined use of polarization and spatial degrees of freedom in innovative applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial light modulators (SLM) are ever more popular devices that have recently been employed for phase modulation of a light beam in a vast variety of classical and quantum optics [1] [2] [3] [4] , atom optics [5] , optical tweezers [6, 7] , quantum chaos [8] , quantum metrology [9] , quantum information [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and quantum communication experiments [17, 18] . The increasing popularity of this device is mainly due to its versatility: SLMs have been used to produce different orbital angular momentum (OAM) states of light; they can act as digital lenses or holograms, tunable filters, among other applications.
The phase and amplitude modulation depends strongly on the wavelength of the incident light and it is well known that reflective SLM's have optimal functionality for a specific linear polarization [19] . Once it has been calibrated for phase and/or amplitude modulation of a monochromatic light beam, the SLM constitutes an automated high resolution mask that can easily be programed and has a fast response.
Recently, experiments were reported in which polarization and transverse spatial degrees of freedom (DOF) of photons are simultaneously addressed in a variety of applications [20, 21] . An SLM was used in Ref. [1] , to generate several interesting polarization states by modulating the transverse phase distribution of light.
Up to now few experiments have exploited the SLM as a means to create entanglement between polarization and spatial DOF of photons. In Ref. [12] the polariza- * gabriela.barreto.lemos@univie.ac.at tion of light was used as a control qubit in a three-qubit quantum gate, where the other two qubits are the spatial parity in Cartesian directions. In Ref. [8] the effects of a chaotic wavefront on a polarization qubit was investigated, while in Ref. [22] an optical integration method was demonstrated. In a very recent article [23] , entanglement between transverse spatial variables of a pair of twin photons was detected through polarization measures. These diverse examples provide enough evidence of the usefulness of the coupling between the polarization and the transverse spatial DOF of a light beam that is available through the use of SLMs. In order to obtain advantage of the vast range of possibilities provided by the SLM to control the polarization and spatial properties of light, it is necessary to characterize this process.
In this article we present a formal description of the action of an SLM on a general polarization state of an incident light beam using the quantum process framework [24] . In order to make a direct connection to quantum information experiments and to emphasize how this device could be used in these applications, we characterize the action of the SLM as a noisy quantum channel acting on a qubit encoded in the polarization degree of freedom of a photon. We employ quantum process tomography (QPT) to obtain the Kraus operators associated with the noisy quantum channel for different patterns displayed on the SLM screen. We then show how the SLM can be used to implement a phase flip quantum channel [24] in a straightforward and controllable manner. Thus the SLM can be easily incorporated into photonic experiments involving the study of quantum properties such as entanglement and decoherence [25] [26] [27] , especially when one would like to couple spatial and polarization degrees of freedom [28] . 
The polarized photon reflects after nearly normal incidence upon the SLM screen, which displays an image with a certain gray level g ranging from 0 to 255. A QWP, a HWP and a PBS are used to perform projective measurements in |H , |V , |D , |R states using a single photon detector.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . We use a 325 nm He-Cd laser incident on a Beta Barium Borate (BBO) crystal to produce twin degenerate photons at 650 nm via type-I spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC). The idler photon is sent directly to a detector and is used only for heralding the signal photon. A polarizing beam splitter (PBS), a half-wave plate (HWP), and a quarter-wave plate (QWP) are used to prepare the initial state of the signal photon, incident upon a Pluto reflective phase-modulation SLM manufactured by Holoeye Photonics, with resolution 1920 × 1080 pixels and 8 µm pixel pitch. This SLM is essentially composed of a programmable LCD screen in which one can display any 8-bit (256 gray levels) image. After reflection on the SLM, the signal photon is sent to a polarization detection system. Lenses (not shown) image the SLM plane onto the detection plane. A QWP, a HWP, and a PBS are used to realize projective measurements in different polarization states, and coincidence photon counting is performed between signal and idler single-photon detectors.
III. THE ACTION OF THE SLM AS A QUANTUM PROCESS ACTING UPON THE POLARIZATION QUBIT
We use a SLM previously calibrated for linear phaseonly modulation on horizontally polarized light at 650nm wavelength. Expressed in terms of a quantum evolution in the space defined by polarization and transverse spatial DOF, the ideal action of the SLM can be described by the operator
where |H (|V ) represents the horizontal (vertical) polarization state, operator I is the identity, and U implements the spatial phase modulation such that
where g(x, y) is an arbitrary function ranging from 0 to 255 which specifies the degree of modulation for the pixel at position (x, y) on the SLM screen. Representing the transverse spatial state of light by |ψ , application of the operator S can be represented by the following quantum map:
For a constant function g(x, y) = g, the SLM would ideally imprint a constant phase a(x, y) = a = 2πg/255 on the horizontal polarization component, while the vertical polarization component would remain unchanged. In this case, the action of the SLM on the state |ψ |α where |α is an arbitrary pure polarization state
is given by
In the Bloch sphere representation of the polarization qubit, this would mean a rotation of |α by an angle a around the vertical axis, as shown in Fig. 2 . It is worthwhile to note that a constant phase does not entangle the polarization and the transverse spatial degree of freedom.
Bloch sphere representation of the output states after a polarization qubit is prepared in four different input states and then reflected by the SLM programed with a constant phase profile. The vectors correspond to output states when the initial states were |H (blue), |V (orange), |D (red), and |R (green). The different spheres correspond to constant phase modulations associated with the following gray values:
We will see in Sec. IV that a nonuniform phase profile can create entanglement between these degrees of freedom.
In our experiment, we prepared the polarization states |H , |V , |D ≡ (|H + |V )/ √ 2, |R ≡ (|H + i|V )/ √ 2, and in each case we measured the output polarization state after reflection upon the SLM. We analyze the action of the SLM on each of the above states when a constant image is displaced on the LCD screen. This is illustrated in the Bloch sphere, as shown in Fig. 3 , for (a) g = 0, (b) g = 255/8, (c) g = 3 × 255/8, and (d) g = 5 × 255/8. Each colored vector corresponds to one output state after modulation of a given input state, according to the correspondence: blue vector = input state |H , orange vector = input state |V , red vector = input state |D , and green vector = input state |R .
One can observe from Fig. 3 that when the SLM is on, the programed rotation around the vertical axis is accompanied by an unexpected shrinking of the length of the Bloch vector, which is due to a reduction of the purity (loss of coherence) of the polarization state. The purity of a state ρ f is defined as Trρ 2 f , which can range from 0.5 (maximally mixed state) to 1 (pure state). The purity of the final polarization state associated to |H and |V input states (blue and orange vectors in Fig. 3 ) is ≈ 1, while for |D and |R input states the final purity is in the range [0.83, 0.96].
We can interpret the overall evolution of the polarization qubit due to reflection on the SLM as a quantum process -the transverse spatial DOF acting as an environment -which can be written in the operator sum representation
where M i are the Kraus operators that describe the process including the noisy effect mentioned above, and normalization of the resulting state implies that
Therefore, in order to obtain complete information about the effect of the SLM upon the qubit encoded in the polarization, we performed a standard quantum process tomography [24] for images corresponding to a uniform phase a = nπ/4, with the integer n varying from 0 to 7. Our process tomography shows that the action of the SLM on the polarization degree of freedom can be suitably represented by the following Kraus operators, which correspond to a phase flip channel [24] , characterized by the parameter p, combined with the programed a-phase rotation:
in the basis |H = (1 0) T and |V = (0 1) T . To obtain the value of p that best fits the action of our SLM on the polarization degree of freedom and the corresponding average fidelity F of our experimental Kraus operators compared to the ideal ones described in Eq. (8) we proceed as follows.
As stated by Jamiolkowski isomorphism [29] there is a duality between quantum channels and quantum states, described by density matrices. This isomorphism can be used to obtain the fidelity between the experimental and theoretical quantum channels of Eq. (8) by means of the fidelity between their corresponding dual quantum states. We follow this prescription and, for each SLM image corresponding to a uniform phase, we obtained the dual states for the experimental and theoretical quantum channels applying the corresponding Kraus operators in the second qubit of an initially maximally entangled two-qubit state. For each uniform phase we numerically calculated the value of p that maximizes the fidelity F = Tr √ ρ σ(p) √ ρ between the experimental and theoretical dual density matrices, ρ and σ(p), respectively. We then calculated the average value of p and F as well as their corresponding standard deviations, obtaining p = 0.08 ± 0.02 and F = 0.998 ± 0.002. In order to verify that the shrinking (loss of coherence) was caused by the SLM, we realized QPT without the SLM. This should be equivalent to doing QPT of an identity channel. We observed a slight shrinking of the Bloch vectors with purities ranging from 0.95 to 0.99, which we attribute to imperfections in the wave plates. The slight decrease in purity is completely consistent with polarization interference curves obtained with the halfand quarter-wave plates used in the tomography process, which gave visibilities of 0.982 ± 0.005 and 0.316 ± 0.005, where ideal values should be 1 and 1/3, respectively. To investigate the effect of these slight imperfections on the QPT , we evaluated how similar the experimental identity channel was to a phase flip channel. Using the procedure described above to maximize the fidelity between the phase flip channel and the experimental identity, but now including the phase a of Eq. (8) as an adjustable parameter, we achieved a fidelity F = 0.997 for p = 0.026 and a = 0.07. Though this demonstrates that our QPT system includes an effect similar to the one produced by a phase flip channel, the value of p obtained is quite distinct from what we achieve with the SLM in the setup. In that case, we obtain near unity fidelity with p = 0.08 on average, indicating that the SLM is primarily responsible for the loss of coherence produced by the phase flip channel described by Eq. (8) .
In order to illustrate the agreement between the Kraus operators obtained experimentally through the tomography and the above proposed model [Eq. (8) 
When an SLM device is used in quantum information applications, the relevance of the spurious decoherence effect that accompanies the a-phase rotation is determined by the value of p, which in general relies on particular SLM characteristics and can vary for different models. A complete decoherence process takes place for p = 0.5, when off-diagonal terms in ρ f vanish.
IV. KRAUS OPERATORS IN THE GENERAL CASE
Note that, in general, the mask displayed on the SLM screen need not be uniform. Assuming ideal action of the SLM, application of operator S of Eq. (1) on an arbitrary state |ψ |α , results in S(|ψ |α ) = cos(θ/2)|ψ |V + e ia(x,y) e iφ sin(θ/2)|ψ |H ,
where now a(x, y) is an arbitrary function of the transverse spatial coordinates (x, y). In this case, it is possible to generate entanglement between the polarization and the spatial DOF. Let us consider that |ψ is prepared in the pure initial state given by |ψ = ψ(x, y)|x |y dxdy,
where |x |y refers to a single photon in the position representation, with x and y corresponding to horizontal and vertical Cartesian coordinates [30] . In order to obtain the Kraus operators in the general case we trace out the transverse spatial degree of freedom in Eq. (10):
Representing Eq. (12) in matrix notation, we have
where e ia(x,y)
ψ ≡ e ia(x,y) |ψ(x, y)| 2 dxdy is the mean value of the imprinted phase in the transverse spatial state |ψ of the incident beam.
As an entanglement measure between polarization and spatial DOF of the state in Eq. (10), we use the concurrence [31, 32] :
. (14) By suitable choice of the (x, y)-dependent phase, one could obtain | e ia(x,y) ψ | < 1, creating entanglement (C > 0) between polarization and spatial DOF for any initial polarization state given by a superposition of |H and |V , i.e., θ = 0, π in Eq. (4). The maximum degree of entanglement is achieved for e ia(x,y) ψ = 0 and θ = π/2. Expressing the complex number e ia(x,y) ψ ≡ A ψ e ia ψ , and considering the phase flip channel effect observed in the process tomography, the polarization state ρ p takes the final form where (1 − 2p eff ) ≡ (1 − 2p)A ψ and φ eff = φ + a ψ . Accordingly, the Kraus operators M 0 and M 1 of Eq. (8) generalize to
where
while M 2 and M 3 are still given by Eq. (8).
V. IMPLEMENTING A CONTROLLABLE PHASE FLIP CHANNEL
After characterizing the intrinsic action of the SLM in the quantum channels formalism, we propose to use these results in quantum information experiments to implement a given quantum channel. As an example, we show in this section how this device can be used to implement a controllable phase flip channel, given by the following Kraus operators:
where the controllable parameter q sets the degree of decoherence. For the sake of clarity, we first consider the implementation of the controllable phase flip channel assuming p = 0. This is justified by the fact that although this parameter varies for different models and manufacturers, one in general expects it to be small and, as we will discuss in a moment, p only plays a detrimental role when q < p.
To obtain the Kraus operators corresponding to a given value of q, we use a random number generator to produce a phase mask such that each square cell of 100 × 100 pixels is filled with either g = 0 (corresponding to zerophase shift) or g = 255/2 (corresponding to a π-phase shift), with probability 1 − q and q, respectively. Figure 6 shows pictures of the SLM screen for (a) q = 0.05 and (b) q = 0.45. On average the mask implements a π-phase shift on q × 100% of the transverse spatial part of the horizontally polarized component of the incident beam. The vertically polarized component of the field receives no phase shift. The distribution of the modulated cells does not need necessarily to be random. If we knew exactly the SLM area upon which the photon wavefront is incident, we could deterministically distribute the π phase in q × 100% of the incidence area and the zero phase elsewhere. However, distributing the phase cells randomly eliminates prior need for this spatial information.
Assuming a near constant probability amplitude for the transverse spatial distribution ψ(x, y) in Eq. (11), for a given q-phase profile as described above we have
Plugging Eq. (19) in the Kraus operators described in Eq. (16), we find p eff = q and e ia ψ = 1, matching the Kraus operators for the phase flip in Eq. (18) .
To illustrate the action of the controllable phase flip channel, we prepared the |D polarization state and performed polarization measurements after reflection on the SLM. The experimental data (blue dots) plotted in Fig. 7 show the final polarization state for different values of the channel parameter q. Figure 7(a) shows the population H, Fig. 7(b) shows the population V , Fig. 7(c) shows the real part of the coherence, and Fig. 7(d) shows the imaginary part of the coherence. The solid lines represent the corresponding theoretical values when the experimental initial state is evolved with the ideal phase flip channel given in Eq. (18) . As can be seen in this figure, the population H and V remain unaltered while the coherence decreases linearly with q.
For a more rigourous approach, one should take into account the unavoidable loss of coherence characterized by the parameter p, due to imperfections on the SLM. In this case, p eff = q is no longer valid. Instead we should use the more general Eq. (17), replacing A ψ according to Eq. (19) , for obtaining an effective value q eff associated with the degree of decoherence given by:
From the above equation we notice that the parameter p sets a lower bound for the degree of decoherence, now characterized by the parameter q eff , given in terms of the parameter q that we actually control. This means that the lower value for q eff would be p. Assuming that the aimed degree of decoherence characterized by the ideal parameter q in Eq. (18) is greater than this value, this problem is overcome with use of q eff given by Eq. (20) . We note that by combining additional wave plates before and after the SLM, the bit flip and the bit phase flip decoherence channels [24] can also be implemented in a similar fashion.
VI. CONCLUSION
We use the formalism of quantum channels to characterize the action of the SLM on qubits encoded in the polarization degree of freedom of light. By means of quantum process tomography, we experimentally obtain the Kraus operators that represent the quantum channel describing the effect of the SLM on polarization qubits and propose a theoretical model that matches our experimental results. As an example of the application of this formalism, we show how a controllable phase flip channel can be implemented, entangling the polarization and the transverse spatial state of light. Considering that little work has been done exploiting this coupling, we expect that our formal characterization scheme will provide incentive for an even richer use of spatial light modulators.
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